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Its hard work faking our existence,

volunteers and fosters across 4 states

pretend everyday to take care of the 7

cats, 4 dogs, and 5 horses currently

under our care as well as supporting

the other programs like the hotel

program for the homeless during bad

weather, the food bank for the

homeless animals, or the 11 service

dogs we have placed with veterans since our inception in 2015. We have limited

our online presence due to a series of threats and bullying made due to the Fort

Polk horse situation. We have never needed a large online presence, we are a

small group. Our goal each year is to help at least 10 people and 30 animals,

which is a realistic use of our small budget.

This year, 2019, we have helped 4 people and 20 animals. In 2018 we helped 18

people and 41 animals. In fact 3 of the cats we currently have are hold overs from

2018. So you may find yourself asking why we would use the words fake rescue

so much in this post. Its to accent the absurdity of the claims made by a small

group of bullies who think that because we do not do things how they think we

should that we are clearly not doing anything.

The idea that we should release on demand pictures or addresses of where we

house animals is absolutely ridiculous. Anyone with any measure of sense would

see that is a ridiculous demand to make but these people feel it is their god given

right to know because the saw a horse in a pen somewhere and it ended up in our

care. These horses have been adopted for almost 2 years at this point, and still

we have these asinine request coming. The adopters want nothing to do with

these crazy people and who can blame them? Just because they adopted a horse

that used to be feral at Fort Polk does not open them up to be harassed by people

who are clearly lacking self control. 
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These are the same group of people

that have made DEATH threats and

cut fences and opened gates to

release animals in the pursuit of their

goal of stopping the mustangs from

being rounded up. No not the gates or

fences where they were rounded but

at address they thought were

associated with us or horses they

THOUGHT were the mustangs but

they were not. What animal lover

would release horses from safe pastures onto highways with 55+ speed limits?

Not ones with working brains that’s for sure. Thankfully the horses were not

harmed, but it could have been a disaster for them and an unsuspecting motorist.

Our previous CEO called these people “passionate” I will not be so nice, these

people are absolutely off the wall insane. There is absolutely no reasoning with

them, no satisfying them, and there is no circumstances on this Earth that would

make us release private information to them or take photos on demand for them.

They are dangerous unhinged lunatics who are willing to put human life at risk to

further their agenda. What is their agenda? Who knows. They all seem to have

different ones. Hence why satisfying them is impossible. And we are not the only

group they have targeted. Regardless of the pictures and updates they still

target and harass any group that ISN’T them involved with the Fort Polk horses. 

We have tried to come up with creative solutions for the Fort Polk horses, we had

amazing arrangements made that were scuttled because of the actions of these

select few dangerous lunatics. Many generous offers made that were scared off

by the actions of what amounts to a half dozen saboteurs whose end game is to

try to force us to remove ourselves from the list. Well that is not going to happen.

We will not be bullied into running away, these colors do not run.
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been a continuous stream of vitriol and drama lobbed at our organization from a

small group of individuals whose anger is really at the government for making the

decision to round up the horses in the first place. We have no say in when, where,

and how the ponies are rounded up. We are merely the organization whose

agreed to take on the responsibility of finding a place for up to 50+ wild 11-13hh

ponies with merely a couple days notice.

Most of the claims of these individuals are untrue, and remain untrue. But that

does not stop them from continuously harassing us, our volunteers, and causing

issues. For instance, we have to date not taken a single Fort Polk pony to an

auction. But they will have you believe not only did we do so we also directly

shipped some to Mexico as well. Both of these claims are nothing more then

make believe scenarios from people who use gaslighting as a method of pushing

their agenda.

All of this was eloquently written out and explained by our previous CEO,

however, we lost that beautiful piece of writing when the hard drive failed on the

server housing our website and our overworked group of website volunteers

forgot to backup the site. A mistake thankfully that will not be repeated. So I, the

interim CEO until we have elected another will try to explain our position and I

hope you forgive me if it is not nearly as polite or eloquent but frankly… I am tired

of this mentality in rescue.

Our organization was 6-7 on the list of 501c3’s interested in assisting the army to

take on these horses. That means the fact that we are now #1 on the list means

that half a dozen other orgs had to bow out. And there were some VERY heavy

hitters in that group. I mean groups that bring in literally 500x our annual

operating budget if not more. Strangely despite the Army publicly announcing

this list was going to exist and having a long sign up time 0 of the people now

throwing online tantrums elected to form a 501c3 and get onto the list until 2019.

The list was started in 2016.

We as an organization are very straight forward with our commitment to remain

out of pissing match types of agenda’s disguised as activism. We are one of the
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few organizations that do not release adoption photos without permission. We do

not red light every injured animal as being abused by humans. We are not animal

rights advocates. We are animal welfare advocates. When they go low we go

about our business. We are not working for accolades. We have no need to

directly engage these people in their insanity. We are trying to do the best we can

with the situation handed to us. There is literally nothing we can do to satisfy

every single member of society.

We will not be bullied by complete falsehoods into removing ourselves from the

list to serve the desires of a group that could not be bothered to even get onto

the list until 2019. We have committed to helping place the Fort Polk horses, and

we are now committed to doing so ourselves. Every time we have attempted to

work with the local groups it has come back to a mud slinging campaign on their

end. In closing here is a list of claims made by the rescue criers vs the actual

truth:

Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. is a shadow rescue/organization. – I literally

have no idea what this claim is attempting to say. But it sure sounds scary

doesn’t it. Usually people use the term shadow organization to refer to

conspiracy type organization like the Illuminati. Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. is

not affiliated with the Illuminati, the Lochness Monster, Bigfoot, or PETA. We

may or may not be aliens however. We are a legally registered with state and

federal agencies as required by law not for profit charity and have filed our

required reports on time everytime.

Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. has a reputation for sending horses to auction

or kill buyers. – To date Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. has never sent a single

horse to auction nor knowingly shipped any horse to slaughter. Nothing more

we can say there, have we threatened it when people started playing games

with setting up a pickup time? You betcha, so far has not had to happen

though. It certainly has helped the very same people whining about us to raise

funds.

We are working with they army to eliminate this herd. – Meridian Falls

Ranch, Inc. was on the list of 501c3 organizations to accept horses from Fort

Polk. in 2016 when it was created. We were far down the list. We do not
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currently have any say in who, how many, what, where, or why horses are

rounded up. That is not our concern. Our only concern is to assist the Army in

the timely relocation of the horses once captured following the provisions of

the ‘ Finding of No Significant Impact’ documentation they are operating

from. The benefit continued existence of wild horses at this location is

honestly not something we control. Whether we take these animals or not

they are being removed.

Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. is charging rescue organizations $100 to take

horses from the base with 0 vetting done. – This one is 100% true, we sure

are. The horses come to us with 0 vetting done, but I assure you we pay far

more then $100 a head just to transport them. Frankly, whenever we try to do

a free transfer to other organizations and we have tried it 4x now you know

what happens? 100% certified bullshit. Pickup times get ignored, horses we

specifically said not to take were taken, we get drama thrown at us, they end

up at places we had no say in and we get blamed for it. And we are over it.

From this point until the end of time with these horses there will be a $100

dollar fee per head to transfer the horses on base. Frankly if a rescue cannot

raise $100 the likelihood is they cannot raise the money it takes to vet, feed,

and geld either. A small fee dissuades people from trying to turn a quick profit,

stops people from making decisions from emotional rather than logic, and it

also turns it into a transaction which makes putting a receipt/contract behind

it easier. A fee means someone has to pay so if they end up somewhere we

can concretely say who is responsible. But to be 100% honest we are not

charging just rescues this fee. This is the fee that is charged to anyone who

wants to pickup horses at the base.

We intend to release a brand new operating protocol when it comes to these

horses for future round ups. Our previous protocol worked well for us and we

intend to rehash it as it cut down immensely on the constant stream of hate

toward us. Trying to be nice only seems to turn people in to toddlers.
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This sort of behaviour is exactly why Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. is hesitate to deal

with the local groups at this point. This sort of thing is exactly why we wanted to

avoid directly taking in these horses. It does not seem to matter what we try

PEGA is never satisfied unless we bow to their demands to give the horses to

who they want with no strings attached. But to keep things as transparent as

possible on this roundup we will release the following FACTS.

Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. or anyone associated with our organization has
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never run a single horse through Elkhart Auctions in Elkhart TX. This includes

Fort Polk horses or any other horse. If this claim continues to be repeated

without documented evidence it will be treated as a libelous attempt to

defame our organization and we will seek legal remedies to stop this claim. We

do not have a “reputation for sending horses to auction” since we have never

actually done so. We have never sent a single horse to any auction. No proof

of us doing so could ever be furnished since it has never happened it has only

been stated as a potential. Never an actual occurrence.

Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. or anyone associated with OUR organization has

never given any horse “directly to a kill buyer for slaughter”. And that $100 fee

you are so hating is exactly how we are going to make sure that never

happens again. So keep hating it, because its not going anywhere.

We are under no obligation legal or moral to release the location of adopted

horses to third parties. We cannot in good conscience do so with the level of

harassment that has already been targeted both at us AND facilities

associated with us over the last year and a half. We strongly feel doing so

would only put those people who have adopted and their animals at risk as the

people being incensed by the claims of PEGA have proven to be dangerous so

much so they not only have opened gate, poisoned water, and cut fences at

our facilities they have done similarly at Freedom Reins Ranch and Rescue

and on the Army base itself. We are not running around making false claims

there are three different parties who have ALL been hit by these people.

And finally on today’s list of stupid things we have to deal with in regards to

the PEGA post with the foal and adult near the trailer being reposted by PEGA

with the caption “This is the first & only photo released by Meridian and/or

Fort Polk”, excuse me? Really this again? The horses have been in ARMY

holding for 4 days. Literally 4 days. The bulk of PEGA literally lives less than an

hour from the base waddle your asses out there and take pictures freely if you

so badly needing them- oh wait you can’t because your constant gaslighting

drove someone to cut the fences and now NO ONE can take pictures of the

horses but the army. Great job! Win one for the horses. Also great jump leaping

to wild conclusions on horses being tortured based on a photo of 10 feet of a

pen that has 31 horses in it and you can clearly only see like 3 in the photo.

Amazing.
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But wait, there’s more, we wanted to release a few facts of our own about all of

PEGA’s achievements in the last few years, because they have been some of the

best advocates we have ever seen! Our list, unlike theirs, is based on documented

evidence:

PEGA has repeatedly stated it has filed for 501c3, but IRS records show that

they actually WERE 501c3 that frequently has attacked Meridian Falls Ranch,

Inc. well actually lets be serious has ALWAYS attacked Meridian Falls Ranch,

Inc. in pretty much every posting it has ever made about us using terms like

shadow organization, front, and other derogatory terms that even a first year

law student would have warned them submits them to heavy legal liability.

Meanwhile, PEGA has had its IRS 501c3 status revoked. It appeared on the

automatic revocation list on 02/07/19 published by the IRS. So if you are

donating to them, you might wanna check on that Tsk. Tsk. Tsk. It seems like

providing documented proof of things is an ongoing issue with PEGA. There

legal status is more than a little muddled where the IRS is concerned. This

may of course be due to the fact they clealry have no idea what 501c3 status

actually means or what the IRS does or does not regulate.

Amazingly, PEGA also rarely posted anything favorable about Freedom Reins

Ranch and Rescue. But since they are great friends with the founder of

Haseya’s New Beginning Animal Rescue they not only have only favorable

hings to post there, but they also help them fund raise. Hmm that doesn’t

seem a conflict of interest or anything.

Moving on, PEGA to date has achieved alot in the way of helping the horses.

They sued the Army several times using what any first year law student

could have told them claims that have zero legal standing, but yet never

added themselves to the 501c3 list since they clearly are the only ones

who are to be trusted with the horses why would the advocacy group not

even bother to join the list until years later? (And since they are on the

revocation list do they even have the right to be on the list hmmm I will

defer that one to the Army itself).

Their direct inciting posts have lead to multiple acts of harassment,

vandalism, and impeded the ability of rescues to operate and fundraiser

effectively for the horses.
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Fences were cut at our holding facilities, releasing horses and causing

us to lose access to that facility. Crippling our efforts to set up a stream

lined vetting and adoption platform in 2018. We also had two other

incidents of fence cutting in 2018, a suspected poisoning incident, and

gates with locks cut. All of these things never occurred 1 time before

the hate campaign started by PEGA.

Death threats and other vulgarity began to be left on voicemails of

numbers that could be found listed of our board members and

volunteers, on our toll free number, to our email, and our Facebook

page. Forcing us to go dark as those volunteers began to balk at dealing

with it. Our “lack of transparency” is a direct result of the harassment

from PEGA. How about you try not being flame throwing lunatics and

maybe we could safely be transparent eh?

Made our organization wary to directly take horses directly, for fear that

we would have more vandalism or worse actual violence against one of

our volunteers. Because of this wariness and desire to avoid PEGA

harassment horses ended up in third party hands and then into the

Thompson pen. We did state that we would take unclaimed horses to

auction but never have actually done so.

Freedom Reins Ranch and Rescue repeatedly had horses messed, gates

or fences messed with and horses set loose, and were stalked by a man.

The catch pen at the Army base had the fence cut after the last round

up releasing horses.

Because of this incident the Army has moved the horses to a secure

undisclosed location on the base.

We are no longer allowed access to photo or video the horses prior

to pickup.

We now have to go through much more hassle to pickup the horses.

We can no longer vet as the horses are loaded.

Their latest inciting post featuring the photo of the foal and adult horse

will now likely make it so that the base will no longer take any photos

for us at all.

Of course we should not be surprised that PEGA is both behind on their
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documentation for the IRS or that they attempted to sue the Army into stopping

based on grounds with zero legal standing being as their long list of fraudulent

claims mounts almost daily. It was not very long ago that they claimed the

estimate of 700 horses was 2x the amount yet here we are with 300 captured on

just the dropzone. Its certainly easy to create hysteria with baseless claims

without a shred of actual evidence to support them but thats not our roll. So here

is our evidence.

In May 2018 is when this fun journey started and when we began to become the

target of PEGA. After a strong disagreement where mares and foals we had

adopters waiting on were switched out without a word to an organization PEGA

had brought in to take the studs we elected to take the remaining horses to our

holding facility and not continue to work with PEGA. Ya, what a brilliant move

taking horses with waiting adopters and sending them to take up the resources

of another organization for a few months til they could be shipped to a sanctuary

when they had WAITING homes instead of the horses that we did not have homes

for and would be the most difficult to place LIKE WE AGREED TO. That makes the

best sense in the whole world. Naturally we were just being ridiculous to not want

to continue to deal with this awesome group of people.

So what started this hate campaign you might wonder. Oh we are getting there,

you are going to love this, its a reoccurring theme with PEGA. Pictures. Not

enough, not quickly enough. We didn’t post daily photo updates or release the

information of where our holding pen was to them on demand. Yup, thats it. That

is what started the entirety of the hate campaign. Sure it snowballed since then

but that was the start. The timeline of this should make you laugh. On May 24th

we posted on our Fort Polk horse page Fort Polk RRR that we intended to move

the horses to our holding facility the following day. On May 25th the horse were

picked up and moved to that holding facility which we declined to give the exact

address to PEGA. We posted photos when the horses arrived on the 25th. On the

29th PEGA posted as if the horses had disappeared off the face of the planet

(rather then politely ask for an update from us of course because that would

have been too easy). Then they began to post “looking for” posts as if they were

stolen horses. I kid you not, follow the 5 day craziness below as it happened.  And
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it has only snowballed from there.
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Charities/IRS

Meridian Falls Ranch, Inc. is a 501c3. Which means the IRS recognizes us as a tax

exempt charitable organization and that we must follow certain rules. It seems

“what rules” is a mystery to certain individuals that continuously target us for

harassment so we thought we would make a handy list of what the IRS does and

does not require of 501c3s.
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The IRS DOES require or regulate:

Our net earnings cannot unfairly benefit any of our board members, directors,

volunteers, or private individuals. Generally employees can be paid but that

pay should be reasonable.

All assets are devoted to a charitable purposes. However, this is not very

specific and many things can fall under what is considered a charitable

purpose.

Charities are restricted from lobbying, propaganda, or other legislative activity

more heavily than most other organizations.

Unrelated income is not covered under the tax exemption, that is any income

not directly related to the charities purpose that is for instance if our mission

statement and charitable purpose is animal rescue and we also had a printing

press business the income from that printing press would generally in most

cases NOT be considered tax exempt. (And in some cases it could end up

costing us the charity their 501c3 status too if that income makes up too

much of the total income.)

Annually filing of the proper 990 form and in some states yearly state filings.

The public release of what is on their 990

The IRS DOES NOT require or regulate:

Adoption fees or transfer fees.

Pretty much anything to do with the treatment of animals, adoption

requirements, transfer requirements, vetting requirements, etc.

Whether or not you like the charity.

Logos, trademarks, etc.

The public release of bank statements, formation statements, board minutes,

adoption records, or most other documents.

501c3’s ARE allowed to:

Charge other non profits fees.

Make a profit, provided that it is in the activities for which they are formed
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(aka the placement of animals)

Not disclose adopter information.

Not disclose holding pen information.

Not have a facebook.

Engage in legal activities that are not restricted by the IRS or federal law.

Fort Polk

Fort Polk is an Army base in the area of Leesville, LA where soldiers train and

from what we understand that training is extremely intense involving gunfire,

planes, bombs, razorwire, and anyone with half a brain could figure out that such

an environment is not safe to have feral horses roaming about freely in and out

of.  Horses have indeed been injured during these exercises. The potential was

there for servicemen to be hurt or injured by the presence of the horses. The

Army decided that these horses, which are not protected by the BLM and are

considered trespass animals, needed to be removed. They went through

whatever legal channels were required and defeated several lawsuits and have

permission to remove the horses which they are now working to do.

Fort Polk’s 501c3 list was formed in 2016. This list is a 501c3 list and being an

animal rescue is not a requirement to be on the list. The list originally had 9

groups on it in 2016 when round ups began. The simple premise of the list is that

the organization at the top of the list would have ownership of the horses if they

wanted to take them, they had to take the entire group as a whole. If the top

organization were to fail to remove the horses in the allowed 8 day period than

they would forfeit their spot which would go to the next in line. In addition to

being demoted THAT round up’s horses would go to the general public and then

finally to public auction should any horses remain. Those 9 original groups on the

list were, in order:

1. Humane Society of North Texas

2. Horses Lives Matter

3. Rescue’s R Us of Sulphur

4. The MedicineHorse Project
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5. Mississippi Horse Rescue

6. Meridian Falls Ranch

7. Roger’s Rescue Ranch

8. American Wild Horse Institue

9. Protect Mustangs

The first 2 round ups were taken by the Humane Society of North Texas, a total of

65 horses where news reports were that 6 were eventually euthanized and the

rest either adopted or dispersed to rescue groups. It was a year before the next

round up, at which time we were notified that the Humane Society of North

Texas had dropped from the top spot at their request. The new list as of 9/2017

was:

1. Horses Lives Matter

2. Rescue’s R US of Sulphur

3. Mississippi Horse Rescue

4. Meridian Falls Ranch

5. Roger’s Rescue Ranch

6. American Wild Horse Insitute

7. Protect Mustangs

8. Humane Society of North Texas

Operating under Horses Lives Matter the group Freedom Reins Ranch and

Rescue, which is not a 501c3 but operated with the permission of the 501c3

Horses Lives Matter to take care and custody of the horses and ultimately decide

where they went took the next two roundups of approximately 40 horses. At this

point they or Horses Lives Matter decided they could not handle the following

roundup which totaled nearly 40 horses. Thus they where moved to the bottom

of the list and the next two groups either removed themselves from the list or

asked to be moved to the bottom leaving Meridian Falls Ranch at the top of the

list. Meridian Falls Ranch has no intention of removing itself from the top of the

list. This roundup will make roundup #8 with Meridian Falls at the top of the list

for a total of around 180-190 horses. Most of these horses ended up with

Freedom Reins Ranch and Rescue.
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Meridian Falls Ranch

Meridian Falls Ranch has existed for approximately 10 years mostly as a private

rescue. In 2015 we incorporated and received our tax exempted status. Our board

consider of 5 veterans and we consider ourselves strong supporters of our

military and veterans. We are proud to assist Fort Polk in making the base safer

for our soldiers. We do not intend to delay, harass, or defame the base or our

soldiers. We have and had no part in the decisions on when, where, and how

many horses are removed. We do not control where the horses are housed prior

to our pickup or how they are handled. We work with the parameters handed to

us by the military for this removal situation which are clearly spelled out. Failure

is not an option.

We will continue to work with the Army as long as we are needed and wanted by

the Army to do so. We have no intentions of dropping from the list to appease a

group of bullies who now want to position their group, formed 3 years after the

list’s creation at the top of the list because they do not like our organization, our

former members, or whatever else they deem  they do not like on a day to day

basis. These groups are blinded by emotion are positioning themselves to put the

horses in a far worse situation than slaughter or auction. The fact that one of the

group has professed a plan to not only attempt to create a sanctuary for the

horses rather than train them and place them in homes but that the end goal is to

allow these horses to then breed on this planned sanctuary is exceptionally

distressing to us in the wake of the incident with another “wild horse

sanctuary”whose 900 horses nearly starved to death after they did just that.

We have broken no laws, no IRS regulations, no Army policies, and no internal

policies with our handling of these horses. As far as we are concerned we are

being far more cooperative than we should be considering the hostility lobbed at

us at every chance. We can just as easily decide not to work with local groups at

all, and we would still be breaching no laws, regulations, or policies.  Wishing for

our failure is wishing failure upon the horses, not us.  Despite the large amount of

hate lobbed at us since May 2018 we still have only had 2 groups that have

actually committed to take the horses. The general public rarely makes inquiries
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to adopt these horses. The adoptions we have made have almost all been to

trainers and those inquiries have all but disappeared. The group that has taken

the bulk of these horses has 70+ and their fundraisers are faltering. The second

was just formed this year and their fundraisers too do not seem to be doing well.

With an estimate of 300+ horses still to be removed this is a distressing situation

in which someone has to place reality above emotion.

Anthropomorphizing animals  is extremely dangerous to see at the backbone of

an animal rescue. The ability to say no and not operate on blind faith money will

appear from no where is probably the hardest lesson of rescue, and we can say

that from experience. We all wish there was unlimited funding and we could

always help. This is not always the case. We intend to prevent the horses from

suffering for someones inability to say no, we feel the $100 fee is a very good

start to that. There are far worse fates than slaughter. Funding in horse rescue

AFTER the pull is extremely difficult. You can call us every name in the book,

report us till your fingers fall off, and cut our external fundraising to nil and it will

not change our minds. We would rather see horses at auction than in the hands

of those that cannot afford to properly care for them and if that makes us the

bad guys, then we are reluctantly and sadly the bad guys.
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Three hundred horses have been removed from the area of Fort Polk over the last

three years. The original estimate was 700-800 horses existed around the base.

This leaves less than 400 remaining to be removed. After the removal of these

horses the EA allows for the removal of any other horses that might wander into

the newly empty areas in the future placing those that currently remain deeper in

the forest outside of the Army lands in state of constant threat should they

chose the wrong location to forage. Our stance on the situation has been stated

time and time again, feral horses do not belong on an active military facility. Still,

it is hard to argue that these horses who have been isolated so long have

developed in a separate fashion then feral horses in the West.

Unlike the horses in the west, the eventual goal of the Armies roundups is

complete removal of the entire herd rather than management of the numbers as

in the BLM herds. This presents a unique problem not dealt with before by a

rescue organization, the potential complete loss of an entire genetic strain.

Something that we are currently taking part in, unwittingly. As a rescue our focus
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has always been in restraining the number of equines with altering of studs being

a priority. Each stud we alter removes genetic viability from the herd. With the

entire herd slated for removal the horses of Kisatchie face extinction.

In addition there has been to date no way to directly ID horses that have been

removed from the Kisatchie National Forest. There is no documentation or

markings specific to ID that any horse directly came from the location. There is

no complete genetic mapping to allow for DNA proving of the fact. The moment

the animals are rounded up and loaded into trailers they lose that uniqueness to a

sea of other domestic horses. These are unique issues that I do not think another

rescue organization in has ever faced. Not every horse that has been rounded up

has been a feral born horse, some are clearly released by irresponsible owners.

These are generally easy to distinguish. The body shape of a true Kisatchie horse

is generally short and stocky, with a generally distinguishable head shape from

that of a Thoroughbred or Quarter Horse descendant.

We do not want to be forced into a position of blindly following policy and putting

an entire genetic pool out of existence. So we have reached out to others and

requested assistance with preventing the complete extinction of this particular

subset of horses. This is a major undertaking, a tremendous project to preserve a

line of horses that potentially has existed since the native tribes lived in this area.

These horses could very well be ancestors or relatives of the Choctaw horses. We

cannot in good conscience destroy that link forever.

With this in mind, from this point forward, we will be taking care and custody of

all horses from each future roundup to allow the inspection of the horses by

those we have hand selected to run this effort. This effort will run under our

close monitoring to prevent any welfare issues, but through a subsidiary that will

be called the Fort Polk Project (aka Kisatchie Horse). Their focus will be entirely

on the genetic preservation of the horses. This is still in the early stages but over

the next few weeks a complete plan will be fleshed out on how to achieve

conservation of the Kisatchie horse despite its loss of “wild” habitat.

We understand that there will be disagreement with this plan, but we hope we are
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making the reasoning clear enough that one can see that wiping an entire

isolated pool of genes from the United States is not something that should be

taken lightly. No where else does an entire isolated group of horse genetics face

complete annihilation from existence based on only having the misfortune of

being located nearby a military base.

The Fort Polk Project’s website www.fortpolkproject.com will contain all updates

about the Fort Polk horses other than those of a round up that are not accepted

by them. Not all horses rounded up will be placed in the preservation project.

Those that do not go to the Fort Polk Project will be placed by us directly.

2 comments

Fred Feuerstein  September 10, 2019

There are horses scattered all over the Kisatchie National Forest

including places that are not near Fort Polk. For example, I have

reports of bands of wild horses living 10 or 20 miles west of

Leesville near the Texas border, more bands living 40 or so miles

east of Fort Polk just south of Alexandria, and another group of

multiple bands living at least 100 miles northeast of Fort Polk in

the Catahoula District. That leaves another 400 to 500 thousand

acres that probably have wild horses, but no one talks about it

much. Take a look at a map of the Kistachie. It covers a lot more

than just those areas immediately surround the Army base.

Reply

MeridianFalls  September 10, 2019

The army’s approved plan allows for the continuous removal of

horses indefinitely from those two areas. If the horses in the
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forest remain where they are they are safe, but should they

move onto the army base or ridge they too will be captured. But

thank you for this information, we were lead to believe that the

horses in these two areas comprised nearly all of the wild

horses in that area, we will research this further now.
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There are several massive changes coming for our charity that follow the drastic

changes with our board. We bid farewell to four members and added three new

members to the board which has a different vision for what the organization

should be. The first of these changes will involve moving our headquarters and

returning to the central facility setup we had when we originally started. Due to

issues with our current location we are not going to release the information on

the new location until we have finished preparing it, moving to it, and securing it

with cameras. We currently have a fundraiser to raise the funds to equip the new

location with surveillance cameras.

Dogs
We will be adding dog kennels to this facility, we intend to build kennels capable

of safely housing up to 12 dogs, and that will be our limit on dogs going forward.

Because we wish to train every dog prior to placement we cannot continue to do

foster homes for dogs as working training around foster homes schedules is
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complicated and frustrating for the trainers donating their valuable skills and

time. We will also be adding an agility course and a dog park featuring a managed

pond that will requirement membership to use.

Cats
We will be adding cat facilities in the near future as well, specially we would like to

add a FIV and FeLV colony that allows us to offer a sanctuary for cats who test

positive for these illnesses. Frequently a positive test spells an unwarranted

death sentence for cats who could otherwise live a relatively symptom free life.

Because we want to focus on quality of life rather then quantity of cats we can

help we will be limiting each colony to no more then 15 cats. They will be housed

in heated and air conditioned building, with access to a secured outdoor run with

frequent volunteer sleep overs. This way they will be kept secured and separated

from healthy unaffected cats in our program and potential cats in the

environment. And in case we were not specific, each of these illnesses will have

their own separated facility. We do not intend to house FIV and FeLV cats

together. We also plan to have an orphan kitten facility that will house cats under

8 weeks old who have ended up in a shelter without their mother to help ease the

number of preweaning kittens euthanized by shelters not equipped to deal with

them. In addition we will cat facilities for healthy adoptable cats and reach out to

local pet stores about setting up displays for adoptable cats as well.

Horses
Our new facility has much more space for horses, and we intend to reopen our

quarantine program. We intend to complete 10 pens that are designed entirely

with the idea of safely disinfecting them after use in mind. Everything in these

pens will be designed with  that in mind from metal buckets, feeders, and

concrete walls and flooring with rubber mats everything can be bleached and

scrubbed after use.

In addition to our many donated and rented acres we will now have sixteen times
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the land available than at our current main facility, and we intend to add an arena

and barn to the new location. We are hoping to have horse camps, therapy

programs, and horse adoptions. We are also going to build a heavily needed

sorting and vetting area for unhandled animals which we will need so that we can

work more effectively with the Fort Polk Project as well as future horses coming

in with no handling.
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We were notified late Sept 10th that 21 more horses have been captured at Fort

Polk. This represents the last large round up of horses on the drop zone. There is

an estimate 6-8 horses remaining loose on the drop zone including a stud that

legally belongs to Freedom Reins Ranch and Rescue. Due to the interference of
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persons incited by PEGA’s drama baited postings we will not get any photos of

these horses before pickup and we will be unable to separate out horses for

adopters. The entire group will have to be picked up and moved as a whole unit

which drastically complicates things. September 20th is the cut off date. We

ended the $100 transfer program due both to this and because of the whining it

created from other groups. This is how they wanted it to be, and so it is.

We will be meeting tomorrow to decide how we wish to proceed. We have several

offers on the table as well as several other internal options. What we can

concretely say is we are not going to work with groups that insist on using red

line tactics, hyperbole, or libel to try to get their way regardless of their tantrums.
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Firstly, this supposed 501c3 is still on the revoked list, which was updated the

12th of August 2019. You can download that list and search out their EIN her and

see that they are still on it for non compliance with the most basic of record

keeping.

Link to IRS.GOV site with list of revoked 501c3.

Simply scroll to the Automatic Revocation of Exemption List download the zip file

and search yourself. In fact if you go to their IRS provided information site it

TELLS you it has been revoked. So if one cannot even tell the truth about their

own status what else are they lying about?
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They are however correct, we have never given the State vet an address because

one has yet to have been needed. The horses have either been turned over to the

local organization with the exception of the 44 horses we took which we DID

provide an address for as well as information for the vet that did the testing. We

never said we would not send horses to auction only that we HAVE not done so

to date. Our original intent was to use the auction facility to vet the animals since

they are all set up to deal with unruly or wild animals safely. We stand behind

every email posted and anyone with the reading comprehension of a 5th grader

should be able to see that at no time did we say we auctioned horses or that we

moved horses across the state line without the waiver. Never happened. And no

we are not going to give our address in EMAILS to the STATE VET that are subject

to FOIA request we knew this would happen eventually and we WILL NOT put our

facilities, adopters, donors, or fosters in danger since PEGA has routinely incited

trespassing and vandalism to not only OUR property but that of the ‘grass root

rescues‘ they supposedly support AND federal property.

The fact that PEGA seems to think the best policy is to turn over every horse e

masse to a startup rescue that has yet to raise the funding needed to care for

nearly 50 horses they already have in their care makes us understand that this is

an organization thats all about promoting friendships over welfare of the animals.

We maintain that there are far worst fates than slaughter.  And we suspect the

“small grassroots” organization scheme is about to find that out over this coming

winter when feeding the 100+ horses between these two rescues becomes much
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more expensive.

We wish them all good luck in their continuing mission to be as stupid and drama

mongering as possible, but mark our words. We do not have to deal with these

organizations and we will not be dealing with them any longer. This is our last

response to any of their nonsense. We wish you success in all your future

endeavors and hope our fears are wrong when it comes to 100+ horses being

inadequately cared for are ill founded. We are done with this useless drama.

Bye Felicia.
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